
                                                                  
 

   
 

   CCCooonnnsssiiidddeeerrriiinnnggg   ttthhhaaattt:::   
- Confedercampeggio, also as a member of the FICC Motorcaravanning Commission, 

has broached the problem with other Italian FICC-member camping organisations, in 
particular the Camper Club Trentino and the Federazione ACT-Italia, and held a 
joint meeting on 2 February, 2014 to draft the following shared statement. 

 
 

-  
CCCAAAMMMPPPIIINNNGGG   CCCAAARRRDDD   IIINNNTTTEEERRRNNNAAATTTIIIOOONNNAAALLL   

JJJoooiiinnnttt   DDDooocccuuummmeeennnttt         
 
   

TTTHHHEEE   CCCAAARRRDDD   
A. Whatever new graphics are chosen, we suggest that the CCI card should have an 

attractive and modern image, perhaps resembling a credit card, with the member’s name 
and data stamped onto it.  

B. The CCI card needs to be heavily advertised in all FICC and individual federation and 
club publications and an app needs to be designed for smartphones/iPhone/iPad so that 
the user can gain direct access to the information he/she needs. 

C. A study needs to be conducted to evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of making the 
CCI service exclusively for FICC associates, one not available through other channels. 

 
DDDIIISSSCCCOOOUUUNNNTTTSSS   

D. Many member campers have informed us that numerous campgrounds do not give 
them the discounts they are entitled to. To combat this, a form for reporting these 
episodes should be made available to them on the official CCI Website 
(http://www.campingcardinternational.com/**/faq/) and those businesses who violate 
the rules, should the CCI card holder’s rights not be recognised, be expelled from the 
circuit for incorrect behaviour. If the card is not respected, members tend to consider it a 
useless item of little value.  

E. The use of the card should be extended to include enclosed rest areas that charge for 
stays. 

 
TTTHHHEEE   CCCAAARRRDDD   AAASSS   AAANNN   IIIDDDEEENNNTTTIIITTTYYY   CCCAAARRRDDD   

F. The widespread conception that the CCI card is an identity card with the same value as 
a passport is erroneous. CCI regulations should state that if the law (as in Italy) requires 
the campground to ascertain the identity of the client and register his/her presence with 
the local authorities, the client is obliged to show a valid passport or national ID card. 
This must come directly from the FICC.  

 
LLLIIIAAABBBIIILLLIIITTTYYY   IIINNNSSSUUURRRAAANNNCCCEEE   

G. We have found that when an insurance claim is paid, the insurance company applies a 
surcharge to all CCI cards purchased by that national federation the following year. 



                                                                  
 

Seeing as the surcharge affects all Camping Cards, the cost could easily far exceed the 
damages awarded. As such, we request that this clause be removed, as the only one to 
benefit from it is the insurance company.  

H. More clarity and transparency is needed regarding which risks are covered. 
I. The extension of liability coverage to 11 people seems excessive and futile. Coverage 

should be for a family of 4 to 6 people, as long as this brings about a decrease in the cost 
of the insurance. 

J. It seems anachronistic to extend the validity of the coverage to hotel stays. This should 
be eliminated and stays in campsite mobile-homes/bungalows included, with a 
consequent reduction of costs.    

K. The liability limits stated in the Italian text are different from those stated in other 
languages. Careful attention must be paid to the translations. 

L. The feasibility of an extension of insurance coverage should be looked into for: road 
emergency services, injury, the journey home, the return of the vehicle to the home 
country, etc… This would obviously increase insurance costs. We should find out by 
how much.   

M. It is important to reiterate that insured members should not be related to each other. If 
not, it must be stated that they have no right to any compensation. 

N. Each federation or club’s website should contain a form to claim damages or report an 
accident, it should inform the member about what documentation needs to be provided 
by them, the procedures to follow and anything else that might be useful in speeding up 
the process.    

O. Insurance coverage should include stays in enclosed, guarded rest areas that charge fees. 
Parking garages not included. 

P. The Website informs members that their insurance coverage is valid for a year from the 
time their membership is activated or renewed. The truth is that it is valid for a calendar 
year, regardless of when the coverage began. It must be made clear that it ends on 31 
December of every year, everywhere in the world. 

Q. Certain exclusions, like the one that does not cover damage to lawns and vegetation, 
seem an excuse to avoid paying damages and should be reviewed. 

R. The wording regarding coverage when there are other insurance policies is 
incomprehensible and must be rewritten. Our policy should act as excess liability cover. 
The proper wording could be “Should the insured or the cardholder have insurance policies 
stipulated with other insurance companies, the Policy shall operate as excess liability cover for any 
amounts exceeding the  limits provided by the primary insurance policies, up to the maximum 
amount stipulated.” 

S. The part of the text concerning the Deductible Amount should also be clarified. It 
currently varies according to what language it is written in. In some cases it speaks of 
campgrounds and hotels, in others accommodations and hotels. 

 
Signed 8 February, 2014, 
 
CCCAAAMMMPPPEEERRR   CCCLLLUUUBBB   TTTRRREEENNNTTTIIINNNOOO      
CCCOOONNNFFFEEEDDDEEERRRAAAZZZIIIOOONNNEEE   IIITTTAAALLLIIIAAANNNAAA   CCCAAAMMMPPPEEEGGGGGGIIIAAATTTOOORRRIII   
FFFEEEDDDEEERRRAAAZZZIIIOOONNNEEE   NNNAAAZZZ...   AAA...CCC...TTT...IIITTTAAALLLIIIAAA   
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 Ad a credit card to the existing CCI-Card 
   In this subject it would be helpful, to keep the basic fee for this credit card as low as 

possible. In addition we could also think about inventing the CCI as a mere 
“Camping-Card” and as “Camping-Card with a credit card”. It would be the user’s 
choice for which card he or she will decide.   

   
- Storage of personal data of the cardholder 

This could start with the medical data of the cardholder and lead to personally data, 
shortly everything, which could be read with a special and standardized card-reader 
and will be helpful in an emergency. 

-  
- Cooperation with companies, dealing with technical accessories / 

manufacturers or dealers of caravans or motorcaravans / garment 
manufacturer 

- We could either restrict that cooperation on national basis or work on a net, which 
includes Europe and the internet-business. 

-  
- Cooperation with petroleum companies 

Also we could restrict our cooperation on certain countries or spread it all over 
Europe. We could conclude agreements, which provide the CCI-Card-Holders with 
special conditions, either for fuel or for the purchase in the shops of gas stations.  
 

- Cooperation with the companies, which organize leisure fairs 
Perhaps we could also conclude agreements with the Fair-Companies, like Messe 
Düsseldorf, Messe Stuttgart, Messe Essen or similar national associations, which 
provides CCI-Card-Holders with a discount while visiting the fair. 

 
- Enlighten CCI-Cards validity, e.g. 3 years. 
 
- Upgrading the net of campsites, which accept CCI-Card 

Assumed that all the functions, mentioned above are included in future CCI-Cards 
we would have no problem in convince campsite-owners to accept the CCI-Card all 
over Europe. 

 



                                                                  
 

- Eventually lots of successful partners would also enable FICC to offer the CCI 
for members of FICC-Clubs free of charge. That would – in addition – be a 
strong instrument to people to become a member of the national clubs. 

 
A first step in that direction is already done by DCC: Since some years, we offer for 
Campers, who buy our print-issue of DCC Campingführer “Europa” the possibility to 
buy a CCI-Card without being a member of DCC. We argue that everybody who 
buys a camping guide is a member of the European Family of Campers.  

VVViiiccceeennnzzzaaa,,,   aaappprrriiilll   555ttthhh   ,,,   222000111444   


